Welcome to the wall of struggles!™

haha

I was there, nov 20 1982, playing,
playing, in the sand, I WAS THERE!

So was i, selling cakes,
haha, finals,
who watches the watchmen?
Satan, arf arf
maybe there’s something in all of this I missed.

But if it’s selfless
love you’re looking for, (Aliens)
you’ve got the wrong address,
(Margaret Atwood),

God is love! How do you love? penance,
someone help me come up with an idea for this story. I have to write aaa,

REMOVE,
REMOVE
REMOVE
REMOVE
REMOVE,

we sailed into the mystic.

September 30 hi its me again

when your crush takes a gap semester... I love you and think of you 24/7. you’re beautiful and amazing, even if your suitemates said you sucked. I wish i’d hooked up with you sooner.

Oedipus

had hot sex
but did it make him HAPPY? (cold sex commitee)

strike and retreat quickly thanks XXX

was here

did you find the name of the wind yet?

why do people feel the need to write such terrible poetry on this surface?
‘cause my bed’s on fire
(don’t you touch me I’m a live wire)
It is us, everyone and yet

forever

with my poison arms around you VINNY YOU MAKE ME SICK!
i was empty for a while. but now i'm full again.

proud of you

---

econ 115 update: sucks  
9/11/11 10 year anniversary 9/11/21 20

year help me write

—are we out of the woods yet? :)
—poopy

someone help me figure out

someone help me figure out

if i like her or not also

if i’m gay life is too short drink lots of beer we’re doing good work, why is everyone afraid of giving last names?

October 2 It's getting cold
male
female
nabisco sex? where is sex? (802989662585876818267574691919) for
October 12 (gloomy out)
pickle girls in a cucumber world R+W

A+J A+W P+C Z+X Life goes on

so are you really screaming? leave me alone stop tackling me

let's repair the world together Dec 16 1992

that’s okay that’s okay Young people are masquerading as buddies I’d be happy with a positive GPA can I take life

credit/pass/fail not more not more less, dammit There is nothing

why do I remember the chimeras what am I doing here? yeah

everything perhaps perhaps perhaps

anyone distracted by music from Toads? existence precedes

essence

September 27 2021 was tired of feeling like not a real person, bought a potion from a

wizard on the green. I can taste colours
and speak to walls now.

They say writing makes them ticklish.

what the hell March 2021 I go back and forth

May 17 2021 finals

finals finals makes me feel

like a nonperson all in due time BRO JUST

BREATH EDIT: I feel compelled

Beyoncé
to wr-vandalise XXXXX was here XXXX was here

XXX was here as a hopeful, optimistic freshman

8/10/22 I wrote this 2 years ago now i’m graduating

I LOVE MACRO I LOV MACRO 122 DON’T HATE ON DIANA

my dream is to get the out of here

the last taste (they ) experience is one of honey and

smoke

Technolojesus time to get off the ever-accelerating treadmill

Vote: Which one of these shapes is called Kiki? (E+S 2/22/22 Tuesday )

Which is called Bouba? only if you love other people,

really

9/7/17 God Damn (T+N) What

does everyone think of ? (I lied about my name) it’s in the past

but when you do it’s still not fine ART IS THE WEAPON

7/9/16 she and I are love and fury and fuck my life losing love is everybody sees

3/13/22 make your own lunch (1/18/15) or

graffiti filled with jellyfish jelly! (respectfully this makes no sense)

what keeps you going?

I thought it was gardein chicken…. my butt really hurts
I don’t even go here! sorry
for the state of Connecticut this is water
what is my question? intricacies? intersections?

GO AWAY HIGH SCHOOLERS! it’s beautiful outside
Terrible day for a Wednesday Wednesday night Wednesday

why is it that I must always worry about tomorrow?

smile it’s today
could you maybe be dying? say less

I am and no one but you reader,

will ever know